Step 1: Tap anywhere on the Kramer touch panel to begin.

Step 2: Select the input you would like to use. We offer HDMI (Laptop - Cable A or Laptop - Cable B), Wireless, and Classroom PC.

The **HDMI** cable comes with adapters to be compatible with a wider variety of devices. 2 HDMI cables are provided in the event that one stops working.

The **Wireless** input allows you to connect your device without any cables and just by using a wireless internet connection.

The **Classroom PC** input allows you to use and project the computer installed in the classroom.

Step 3: Once you select the input, the projector should turn on and the screen should come down automatically. It may take about 2 minutes to fully start up.

Step 4: Once you finish using the AV system, please tap on the **power button** on the touch panel and shut down the system.